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Abstract

The Host Identity Indirection Infrastructure (Hi3) is a general-purpose networking
architecture, derived from the Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) and the Host Iden-
tity Protocol (HIP). Hi3 combines efficient and secure end-to-end data plane transmission
of HIP with robustness and resilience of i3. The architecture is well-suited for mobile
hosts given the support for simultaneous host mobility, rendezvous and multi-homing. Al-
though an Hi3 prototype is implemented and tested on PlanetLab, scalability properties
of Hi3 for a large number of hosts are unknown.

In this paper, we propose a simple model for bounds of size and latency of the Hi3
control plane for a large number of clients and in the presence of DoS attacks. The model
can be used for a first approximation study of a large-scale Internet control plane before
its deployment. We apply the model to quantify the performance of the Hi3 control
plane. Our results show that the Hi3 control plane can support a large number of mobile
hosts with acceptable latency.

1 Introduction

The original Internet Protocol stack was designed without explicit consideration for address
agility or IP-layer security. Recently, much effort has been applied to develop an architec-
turally sound solution to address these shortcomings (refer, e.g., to [2, 3, 5, 4, 9]).

The Host Identity Indirection Infrastructure (Hi3) [15, 7] is a novel general-purpose net-
working architecture, derived from the Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) [17] and the
Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [12, 8, 10, 16]. Hi3 benefits from HIP by efficient end-to-end
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data transfer over IPsec, IPv4/v6 interoperability, basic mobility, multi-homing, Denial-of-
Service (DoS) protection, as well as IETF standardization and strong support of the industry.
Integration with i3 allows for simultaneous mobility of end points, additional DoS protection,
and the initial rendezvous service for Hi3 hosts. Hi3 can be gradually deployed, has been
included into public HIPL and OpenHIP implementations, and tested on PlanetLab [6].

Hi3 consists of separate control and data planes. The control plane running over i3 is
used only for HIP messages; the user data flows via the end-to-end data plane over IPsec.
Main performance issues for a control plane infrastructure are scalability, DoS resilience,
and robustness to node failures. Despite initial promising measurement results, the Hi3
performance at larger scales remains unknown. In this paper, we develop an analytical model
of the first two issues and apply it to quantify the Hi3 performance. The third property,
robustness, is inherited by Hi3 from Chord and has been analyzed elsewhere [18].

Our model can be used as a first approximation of a large-scale Internet control plane
before its deployment. In practical terms, the model provides us with a conservative estimate
of the Hi3 capacity. Despite conservative estimating, our results show that the Hi3 control
plane can support Internet applications for a large number of mobile hosts.

Our analysis shows that the Hi3 control plane scales well; a few hundred infrastructure
servers are sufficient to support millions of clients. The internal latency of the infrastructure
is satisfactory and does not exceed a few hundred milliseconds in most cases. Additionally,
we describe Hi3 behavior under a load of Distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks generated by
zombies, a set of compromised and exploited PCs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, background material on HIP
and i3 is provided. In Section 3, we describe the Hi3 control plane, introduce our modeling
approach and derive cost estimates of basic requests to the control plane. Workload scenarios
are given in Section 4. The scenarios illustrate the use of Hi3 capacity by mobile, stationary
and zombie hosts. In Section 5, scalability properties of Hi3 are analyzed. Based on the
workload scenarios, we derive trends for the size and latency of the control plane. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Background

We begin by giving the necessary background on i3, HIP, and the Hi3 architecture.

2.1 Host Identity Protocol (HIP)

In HIP [13, 12], IP addresses are used to locate and route the packets just as today. Only
in the upper parts of the stack the addresses are replaced with the host identifiers. These
host identifiers form a new Internet-wide name space, the host identity name space. The
identifiers in this name space are public cryptographic keys. With HIP, each host is directly
identified with a public key that corresponds to a private key, possessed by the host. Each
host generates one or more public/private key pairs to provide identities for itself. A host
can prove that it corresponds to the identity by signing data with its private key. All other
parties use the host identifier, i.e., the public key, to identify and authenticate the host.
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Typically, a host identifier is represented by a 128-bit long identifier, the Host Identity Tag
(HIT). A HIT is constructed by applying a cryptographic hash function over the public key.
The purpose and function of HITs is similar to i3 identifiers used in triggers (see section 2.2),
but HITs are constructed entirely cryptographically.

The actual HIP protocol [13] consists of a two-round-trip, end-to-end Diffie-Hellman key
exchange protocol (called the HIP base exchange), a mobility exchange, and some additional
messages. The purpose of the HIP base exchange is to create assurance that the peers indeed
possess the private key corresponding to their host identifiers. Additionally, the exchange
creates a pair of Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP) security associations (SAs), one in
each direction.

2.2 Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3)

To ease the deployment of services, Stoica et al. proposed an i3 overlay network that offers a
rendezvous-based communication abstraction [17]. Instead of explicitly sending a packet to a
destination, each packet is associated with a destination identifier; this identifier is then used
by the infrastructure to deliver the packet. As an example, a host A may insert a trigger
[ID | IPA] in the i3 infrastructure to receive all packets that have the destination identifier ID.

i3 provides natural support for mobility. When a host changes its address, the host needs
only to update its trigger. When the host changes its address from IP1 to IP2, it updates
its trigger from [ID | IP1] to [ID | IP2]. As a result, all packets with the identifier ID are
correctly forwarded to the new address.

The next step of i3 evolution is the Secure-i3 proposal [1]. Its main goal is to provide
enhancements against DoS attacks and misuse of the infrastructure. The basic idea is hiding
the IP addresses of the end-hosts from other users of the network. In Secure-i3, there are
two types of triggers, public [ID | ID′] and private [ID′ | IP]. Public triggers are used to
announce the existence of a service with identifier ID. Private triggers are used for the actual
communication between sender and receiver(s).

2.3 Host Identity Indirection Infrastructure (Hi3)

The Hi3 sketch [15] by Nikander et al. was based on the observation that a HIP rendezvous
server and a single i3 server are functionally close to each other. Therefore, the basic idea in
Hi3 is to allow direct IP end-to-end traffic (the Hi3 data plane) while using an indirection
infrastructure to route the HIP control packets (the Hi3 control plane). The concept of this
separation is shown in Figure 1(a). i3 has an important capability to map HITs from a flat
namespace to IP addresses using the underlying Chord DHT, a key property missing from a
stand-alone rendezvous server.

The control plane is used to relay HIP messages during the association establishment
and when the direct end-to-end connectivity is lost, e.g, after a simultaneous movement of
both hosts. The main benefit of using the control plane during association establishment is
protection against DoS attacks. This way, the IP addresses of communicating hosts are not
revealed until mutual authentication is completed. The data plane provides further protection
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(b) Schematic distribution of HIT-based triggers

in i3 for C ↔ S communication

Figure 1: The Hi3 architecture.

against DoS if IP addresses become revealed to a group of DDoS attackers after one of them
establishes a HIP connection over Hi3.

For each host A the pair of triggers [HITA | IDA] and [IDA | IPA] can be stored in i3, where
HITA acts as a public i3 identifier of the host A and IDA is a private i3 identifier constructed
by i3. Let C and S be two communicating hosts. Figure 1(b) shows how the corresponding
HIT-based public and private triggers are distributed in i3 for C ↔ S communication.

In the data plane, end-to-end traffic is encrypted with ESP, but other encapsulation meth-
ods are possible too [7]. The IPsec-aware NAT (SPINAT) provides privacy and protection
against DoS of the data plane [19] by dynamic mapping between the actual IP addresses and
the NAT addresses using the IPsec Secure Parameter Index (SPI). For the rest of this paper,
we concentrate on the Hi3 control plane only.

3 Control plane

In this section, we describe available request types to the Hi3 control plane and estimate
their computational cost and latency.

3.1 Request types

Consider two hosts that use Hi3 for communication. Let one of them be a HIP initiator C

(e.g., a mobile client) and the other one be a HIP responder S (e.g., a stationary Internet
server). Figure 2 shows main scenarios when C ↔ S communication involves the Hi3 control
plane. For details refer to a complete Hi3 description [7].

3.1.1 Association setup

The client C starts an Hi3 association setup with the server S for initiating the communi-
cation. This requires i3 to contain a server’s HIT as a valid public trigger [HITS | IDS ] (at
node S1 in Figures 1(b) and 2(a)) and a valid private trigger [IDS | IPS] (at node S3).

The association setup is implemented via the HIP base exchange [13]. The client C uses
an IP address of either the i3 node that keeps the S’s public trigger (node S1), or a random i3
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Figure 2: Request types in Hi3.

node (S2). The latter case is typical, and the nearest i3 server would be typically contacted.
There are two variants of the association setup in Hi3, pure and optimized. In pure setup,

the client C inserts, perhaps temporarily, its HIT into i3, the public trigger [HITC | IDC ] (at
node S4) and the private trigger [IDC | IPC ] (at node S6). These triggers are needed for
replying to an I1 packet with an R1 packet during the HIP base exchange. Figures 2(a)
and 2(b) show the packet flow.

In optimized setup the insertion of a client’s HIT into i3 is not necessary; replying to I1
with R1 is delegated to i3 and the R2 reply packet is sent directly to the client. The packet
flow is presented in Figure 2(c).
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3.1.2 Mobility update

Let us assume that C and S can change their locations and, consequently, their IP addresses
during the communication.

Typically, only one host changes its IP address and performs a location update at a time.
If the change is by the server S, then S updates its private trigger in i3 (Figure 2(d)).
The location update also causes the HIP update exchange [14] between C and S running
over the data plane. One update to i3 is sufficient independently of the number of hosts
communicating with S. For C having a permanent trigger pair in i3 is optional. Thus, if C

changes its location, the HIP update exchange runs directly between hosts (only UPDATE1
messages use i3 as shown in Figure 2(d)).

It may happen that both hosts change their locations at the same time, an event known
as the double-jump problem. We assume that simultaneous mobility of C and S is rare
compared to the usual location update. This scenario proceeds as follows. The hosts update
their triggers in i3 (for C it is optional) as shown in Figure 2(e). In parallel, the hosts start
a HIP location update on the Hi3 data plane. The exchange fails since each host uses the
out-of-date IP address to contact the peer. This failure is discovered by a timeout.

At this point the hosts need to use the control plane to recover from the double-jump
(Figure 2(f)). The double jump can be discovered by both hosts, but the client C is responsi-
ble for starting the recovery. C sends the first packet of the HIP update exchange (addressed
to HITS) to S via i3. After receiving this packet, S continues the update talking directly to
C.

3.1.3 Auxiliary requests

For Hi3 association setup and mobility update, the Hi3 control plane has to support three
auxiliary requests, namely HIT insertion, HIT refreshment, and HIT removal.

Let HITA be a HIT of a host A. HITA is inserted as a trigger to i3 when A is an initiator
of a pure association setup. If A is a server, HITA needs to stay in i3 permanently. In the
current i3 implementation1 a trigger needs refreshing every 30 seconds. If the i3 node crashes,
the trigger is lost until the host refreshes the trigger (re-insertion). Therefore, HIT removal
can be done by sending a message to i3 or automatically after the trigger expires.

3.2 Transmission and processing costs

In this section, we make a preliminary analysis of transmission and processing costs in Hi3
according to the ideas given in previous work [7].

3.2.1 Upper bounds for costs

Let p be a cost parameter, for instance the round-trip time, latency, or the number of hops.
The classical worst-case analysis aims in finding an upper bound P such that p ≤ P for all
possible p. A more robust metric is a high-probability bound P such that p ≤ P with high

1Available at http://i3.cs.berkeley.edu
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probability (w.h.p.)2. Figure 3(a) shows the parameter domain division based on this bound.
Most p values concentrate w.h.p. in the interval [0, P ]; other values appear rarely and form
the worst-case domain of the cost.

Parameter domain of

high−probability
bound

P0

Worst casesMost of values

cost p

p

(a) High-probability bound

μpr μpr

(τ+μ) O(log    )

τCS

Hi3τS

Hi3τC

μ

μ
μ

μ
τ or

N

SC

i3 infrastructure of size N

(b) Costs

Figure 3: Assumptions for the analysis.

Given its clear limitations, this approach stills allows to discover some basic trends for
conservative cases. It is often applied for cost analysis of concrete DHT systems [18, 11]. The
accuracy of trends can be improved by using typical values such as the average or median for
some parameters instead of the high-probability bound.

Finding a theoretically approved high-probability bound is quite challenging and meets a
lot of difficulties. Formally, one needs to define exactly what a high probability is and give
assumptions on the probability distribution. Alternatively, one can apply statistical methods
and calculate, based on measurements, a confidence interval for the parameter, e.g., that
the bound estimated is valid for 95%. In many cases, however, various practical reasons are
enough to provide a reasonable empirical value for the bound. We shall follow this simpler
but more practical approach. It is useful as a first approximation of the parameters.

3.2.2 Costs inside and outside of i3

Let N be the size of i3 (the number of nodes). A request to the Hi3 control plane affects
two network parts, inside and outside of i3 (see Figure 3(b)).

The outside part is characterized by the one-way trip time τHi3
A from a HIP host A to

an i3 node (or backwards). The parameter τHi3
A depends on the host’s location, but not

on the i3 size N . Some requests to the control plane can continue as direct host-to-host
communication, e.g., in the optimized association setup an R2 packet is sent by S to C

directly (see Figure 2(c)). The cost of direct IP-based transmission between C and S is
estimated as the one-way trip time τCS = τSC .

Communication inside i3, i.e. between i3 nodes, can be divided into two types. (1) If
two nodes use direct IP-based communication, then the one-way trip time is τ . (2) If a node

2Throughout this paper we use the term w.h.p. to mean with probability at least 1 − c/N for some

constant 0 < c � N , where N is the size of network.
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makes a lookup to route a packet to the target node, then the packet visits w.h.p. O(log N)
nodes [18] as a sequence of i3 hops towards the destination. Each hop takes time τ +μ, where
μ is the forwarding cost of a packet at an i3 node: matching against the i3 identifier in the
forwarding table, updating the packet header and internal state (if needed), and forwarding
to the next hop. Therefore, a lookup takes time t = (τ + μ)O(log N) or, in other words,
time t ≤ α(τ + μ) log N for some positive constant α and for all large N . Considering the
w.h.p. case, we assume that t = α(τ + μ) log N . The reasonable high-probability bound
is μ ∼ 0.5 . . . 1.0 ms

By experimental results of Stoica et al. [18] the average lookup time can be estimated
as τ+μ

2 log N . Taking α > 1
2 makes the bound more conservative, and α = 1 is a high-

probability bound.
Hi3 inherits cryptographic operations from HIP that load end-hosts and/or i3 nodes.

The operations include the following.
(1) Solving a cryptographic puzzle in the HIP base exchange when C receives an R1

packet and generates an I2 packet with a correct puzzle solution.
(2) Checking the puzzle solution and authenticating the client. This is a consequence of

the previous step.
A HIP responder (server S) can delegate a part of these operations to i3. In the optimized

association setup, the i3 node S3 having the public trigger of the server S (Figure 1(b)) caches
precomputed R1 packets of S. It is able to send R1 packets to initiators in response to I1
packets. Let μpr be the duration of this operation (Figure 3(b)). A high-probability bound
is μpr ∼ 100 . . . 200 ms.

All other operations are less time consuming. Delegation of responding with an R1 to i3
is comparable with a cost μ of forwarding a packet. According to [1], the cost of a trigger
insertion in i3 (even with checking trigger constraints) is 20 . . . 40 μs and can also be bounded
w.h.p. by μ.

3.2.3 Cost of a request

Requests to the control plane can be classified in two groups: O(1)- and O(log N)-requests
depending on whether Chord routing is required.

O(1)-requests The requests involve a constant-bounded number of i3 nodes regardless of
the i3 size N . The requests for HITs refreshment, update, and removal can be implemented
with direct IP-based communication to the corresponding i3 node. However, when a HIT
refreshment becomes the HIT re-insertion or when A loses direct connectivity with its peer,
i3 lookups are needed and the request becomes the O(log N)-type.

O(1)-requests load two i3 nodes having a public and a private trigger. Exactly one node
is needed for an IP address update in i3 and in the rare case when the public trigger and the
private one are stored at the same node.

O(log N)-requests O(log N)-requests use i3 lookups and, therefore, affect O(log N) nodes.
The following requests belong to this group: pure and optimized association setup, recovering
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Figure 4: Transmission costs of a packet in Hi3.

the double-jump, and HIT (re-)insertion.
Unlike the O(1)-requests, the O(log N)-ones are “deep”, involving many nodes for a

large N . However, log N
N → 0 when N → ∞ and the relative cost is small in a large-size

infrastructure.

3.3 Latency estimates

Each request consists of one or more packets (e.g., the association setup requires four HIP
base exchange packets I1, R1, I2, and R2). Denote this number k. A packet enters i3 when
it is received by a first-hop i3 node and it leaves i3 when it is forwarded by a last-hop node
to the destination end-host. Define τHi3 and τout as the time for a packet to be inside and
outside i3, respectively. The request latency is L = k(τHi3 + τout) = THi3 + T out, where τHi3

and τout are averaged over all k packets of the request, THi3 = kτHi3 and T out = kτout are
internal and external request latencies.

There are three types of i3 nodes that may communicate directly with a HIP host A, see
Figure 4(a). The node S1 is an arbitrary i3 node that A contacts. The node S2 keeps the
public trigger [HIT | ID] inserted by A, or a trigger of an A’s peer. The node S3 stores the
A’s private trigger. According to Section 3.2, the one-way trip time to these nodes is τHi3

A .
A request to the Hi3 control plane uses i3 lookups in the following cases (Figure 4(b)).

(1) An arbitrary i3 node (S1 in our case) is requested by A to forward a message to the
public trigger location. (2) The node S2, which stores the public trigger, looks up the private
trigger. The cost of such a lookup is α(τ + μ) log N . The latency estimates are summarized
in Table 1 and explained below.

Pure association setup There are k = 4 packets. Each of them travels to i3 nodes
and back. HIP cryptographic processing of the cost μpr is needed in both end-hosts: R1/I2
(initiator) and I2/R2 (responder). Therefore, T out = 4τHi3

C + 2μpr + 4τHi3
S . The two first

packets (I1 and R1) use two i3 lookups each. For two last packets (I2 and R2) one lookup is
sufficient. In total, there are six lookups and THi3 = 6α(τ + μ) log N .
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Table 1: Latency estimates of requests to the Hi3 control plane. (C ↔ S communication.)

Request type k THi3 = kτHi3 T out = kτout

Pure association setup 4 6α(τ + μ) log N 4τHi3
C + 2μpr + 4τHi3

S

Optimized association setup 4 2α(τ + μ) log N 3τHi3
C + 2μpr + τHi3

S + τSC

Location update, A ∈ {C,S} 2 τ + μ 2τHi3
A

Double-jump 2 α(τ + μ) log N τHi3
C + τHi3

S + τSC

HIT insertion, A ∈ {C,S} 2 2α(τ + μ) log N 2τHi3
A

HIT refreshment/removal, A ∈ {C,S} 4 2(τ + μ) 4τHi3
A

Optimized association setup The I1/R1 processing is delegated to the i3 node where
[HITS | IPS] is stored. One lookup for the I1 packet is used to find this node. Both I1
and R1 packets are outside i3 for time τHi3

C . The I2 packet leaves i3 after one lookup to
route between the nodes with a public and a private trigger, the external time is τHi3

C + τHi3
S .

The R2 packet does not use i3 and travels directly from S to C in time τSC . The cost of
cryptographic processing is the same as for the pure association setup. There are two lookups,
THi3 = 2α(τ + μ) log N and T out = 3τHi3

C + 2μpr + τHi3
S + τSC .

Location update (IP update) When a host A, either C or S, changes its location, the
private trigger update is performed [IDA | IPA] → [IDA | IP′

A], where IP′
A is a new A’s

address. Two packets are involved (k = 2), an update request by A and the response. The
request packet travels directly from A to the i3 node storing the private trigger, and the node
replies back. The external latency is T out = 2τHi3

A . The internal latency τ + μ includes the
update and forward operations.

Double-jump When C has discovered the double-jump by a timeout it sends the first
packet of the HIP update exchange to i3. As for the location update, k = 2. We assume that
C remembers the IP address of an i3 node storing HITS . The first packet crosses i3 with
one lookup with additional latency outside of i3 of τHi3

C + τHi3
S . Then, S sends the response

packet that travels directly to C in time τSC .

HIT (re-)insertion Host A sends a request packet to an i3 node. Two i3 lookups are
performed: routing to a node to insert the public trigger and routing to a node to insert a
private trigger. Hence, THi3 = 2α(τ + μ) log N and T out = 2τHi3

A .

HIT refreshment and removal Two requests are used by a host to refresh or remove the
triggers. In the worst case, both requests run sequentially and the latency is doubled. For
each request the internal i3 latency is τ + μ and the external latency is 2τHi3

A .
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4 Workload model

The preceding section described existing request types to the Hi3 control plane. Scalability
analysis needs to consider scenarios with many end hosts involved so that Hi3 is highly
loaded. In this section, we present several such scenarios and derive estimates for the control
plane workload.

4.1 General workload pattern

A request of a given type loads several i3 nodes; denote this number r. The request is either
O(1)- or O(log N)-type and r = c or r = c log N , where c is a constant relative to N different
for each request type.

Consider a set of H hosts sending requests of a given type to the control plane. Let λ be
the corresponding rate (requests per time unit) that is uniform for all hosts. Then, λH is the
total number of requests sent by the hosts per time unit.

Let us define the workload W of an i3 node as

W =
λHr

N
, (1)

Several examples for (1) are presented in Table 2. A parameter 0 ≤ Pus < 1 gives the
probability that a location update event is a double-jump.

Table 2: Workload estimates for requests to the Hi3 control plane. The workload is generated
by H hosts at the rate of λ per host.

Request type Rate, λ #(i3 nodes), r Workload, W

Pure association setup λs 6α log N Ws =
6αλsH log N

N

Optimized association setup λso 2α log N Wso =
2αλsoH log N

N

Location update λu 1 Wu =
λuH

N

Double-jump λuPus α log N Wus =
2αλuPusH log N

N

HIT insertion λi 2α log N Wi =
2αλiH log N

N

HIT refreshment/removal λr 2 Wr =
λrH

N

Total workload Wtot is defined as the sum of each request type workload. If the hosts use
an optimized association setup (Wso), location update (Wu), and HIT insertion (Wi), then
Wtot = Wso + Wu + Wi. Some important cases are presented in Section 4.2.

A node involved in serving the request either forwards a HIP packet (primary requests)
or manages a HIT-based trigger (auxiliary requests). According to the assumptions in Sec-
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tion 3.2, the processing cost is bounded w.h.p. by μ. Hence, r can also be interpreted as the
number of μ-long operations per a request.

More detailed analysis could differentiate operations in an i3 node using different values
for the processing costs. In general μ = μ(N) since the local state in a node grows with the
size N of a DHT-based infrastructure. Measuring the workload in units of μ is CPU-oriented.
It is possible to take into account the link bandwidth; it is a subject of further work.

4.2 Workload scenarios

Let us consider several simple scenarios of Hi3 use based on the workload model.

i3 infrastructure

(a) Mobile peers

N

L M

refreshment
of triggers

initiation of
HIP messages

i3 infrastructure

stationary servers mobile hosts

(b) Mobile hosts and stationary

servers

L M

N

Z

mobile hostsstationary servers

i3 infrastructure

zombie

DDos attacks

(c) Presence of zombie

Figure 5: Workload scenarios.

4.2.1 Mobile peers

Let M hosts (mobile peers) use Hi3 for communication, see Figure 5(a). All hosts generate
requests for association setups (pure and optimized) and location updates. This leads to the
following estimate of total workload:

Wtot = Ws + Wso + Wu + Wus = α
λmobM

N
log N +

λuM

N
, (2)

where λmob = 6λs + 2λso + λuPus.
For simplicity we do not consider requests of HIT insertion and refreshment. These

requests are rare compared to the other requests. Instead, we can use larger values for λmob

and λu to avoid underestimating the workload.

4.2.2 Mobile hosts and stationary Internet servers

In this scenario, M mobile hosts and L stationary Internet servers (Figure 5(b)) are considered
separately. A mobile host communicates with servers and with other mobile hosts as in
the previous scenario. The servers do not initiate communication and do not change their
location, but perform HIT insertion and refreshment. Together, all M +L hosts generate the
following workload:

Wtot = α
λmobM + 2λiL

N
log N +

λuM + 2λrL

N
. (3)
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The Eq. (2) is a particular case of (3) when L = 0.

4.2.3 DDoS attacks from zombies

We extend the previous scenario to model DDoS attacks to the control plane. A set of Z

zombie hosts generates workload to Hi3 in a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack as
shown in Figure 5(c). The goal of the zombie set is to overload i3.

Obviously, a zombie prefers O(log N)-requests since these requests add more load to i3.
Thus, a zombie can (i) initiate the association setup with many other hosts via Hi3 and/or
(ii) insert many HITs to i3. We skip the double-jump request as the the same load can be
achieved easier by (i) and/or (ii).

An initiation of the association setup can be implemented by a zombie as follows (1) send
an I1 packet to i3, (2) receive an R1 packet from i3, (3) immediately reply with an I2 packet
containing a wrong puzzle solution.

Overall, this generates five (for a pure setup) or two (for an optimized setup) i3 lookups.
Let λzs, λzso and λzi be request rates for a pure association setup, optimized association setup,
and HIT insertion by a zombie, respectively. Together all zombies generate the following
injurious workload

Wbad = Wzs + Wzso + Wzi = α
λzZ

N
log N , (4)

where λz = 5λzs + 2λzso + 2λzi.

5 Scalability analysis

In this section, we analyze the scalability of the control plane for workload scenarios described
in the previous section. The general idea is to estimate the utilization of the control plane
depending on the number of i3 nodes N . We obtain an estimate of N that provides a certain
utilization level for given workload and internal request processing latency.

5.1 The utilization/latency trade-off

The utilization of an i3 node can be estimated as U = UCPU = Wμ > 0, i.e., what fraction of
time a node spends for Hi3-related processing. If U > 1 then the infrastructure is overloaded
by requests. Similarly, the utilization of i3 bandwidth is U ′ = UCOM = Wτ > 0, where τ

is the one-trip time between two arbitrary i3 nodes (see Section 3.2). Each node involved
in a request sends a packet after processing for μ milliseconds. The overload happens when
U ′ > B for a some throughput threshold B.

Intuitively, the greater N is, the less the utilization is. This fact is supported by the work-
load model, see Eq. (1). On the other hand, increasing N increases the internal latency THi3

as shown in Table 1. The trade-off between the utilization and latency of the infrastructure
is an interesting fact that we consider next. We assume μ = 1 ms and α = 1/2 based on the
measurements in [6, 18].
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Figure 6 presents the case when workload is generated in accordance to the mobile peers
scenario, Eq. (2). The plot in Figure 6(a) shows a rapidly decreasing load with the growth
of N (order of log N

N ). On the other hand, the internal latency increases slowly with the growth
of N (order of log N). Figure 6(b) shows the internal latency for the optimized association
setup; the latency of a pure association setup, double jump and HIT insertion is proportional
with coefficients 3, 1/2 and 1, respectively. The latency of the location update does not
depend on N and equals τ + μ ≈ τ , i.e., 100 . . . 200 ms.
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λu = 5 min−1, Pus = 10−2.

Figure 7 shows utilization for M mobile hosts and L stationary Internet servers. These two
sets generate good workload Wgood according to Eq. (3), as shown in Figure 7(a). Injurious
utilization is plotted in Figure 7(b) for different values of z = λzZ.
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5.2 Scalability problems

Rapidly decreasing workload and slowly increasing internal latency are attractive properties
of the Hi3 control plane inherited from Chord [18]. It enables Hi3 to scale well, as shown in
detail below.

Let us introduce a simple solution to the utilization/latency trade-off. Despite its sim-
plicity and coarseness, it is useful for evaluating several important scalability problems. We
show the estimates only for the CPU utilization; the throughput utilization is a subject of
future work.

5.2.1 Estimating the needed i3 size

The problem is to find an interval for N values that keeps utilization reasonable for the
workload presented in Section 4.2. For these values, the internal latency can be estimated
using equations in Table 1.

Consider the mobile peers scenario with τ = 100 ms. Require the latency of the optimized
association setup to be at most 1 second3 w.h.p. As shown in Figure 6(b), the i3 size can
reach 1000 nodes without exceeding the latency bound. As shown in Figure 6(a), several
hundred i3 nodes can serve several million mobile hosts within reasonable utilization bounds.

Consider the workload scenario shown in Figure 7(a) with L servers added. Increasing L

from 104 to 105 increases utilization less compared to increasing M from 106 to 5 · 106. The
result confirms that Hi3 is more resilient to the number of stationary servers.

5.2.2 Resistance to DDoS attacks

Below we present analysis for a zombie DDoS attack to the Hi3 control plane. Let a thresh-
old W for total workload of an i3 node be fixed, e.g., Wμ = 50%, 70%, or 90%. We assume
that i3 can handle the given workload if Wgood + Wbad ≤ W , where Wgood is good workload
generated by L + M legitimate hosts and Wbad is injurious workload from zombie DDoS
attacks. According to Eq. (4) the critical value for the rate×size of the zombie set is

z = λzZ =
(
W − Wgood

) N

α log N
(5)

The dependency is plotted in Figure 8 for several values of the threshold.
Let us estimate the size of the zombie set based on the critical value z. Assume that

links between i3 nodes have much higher bandwidth compared with links between zombies
and i3. In the worst case, a HIP packet has a size of several hundred bytes or approxi-
mately 0.5 KByte = 4 Kbits. If every zombie host has 1 Mbits/s access to i3 then λr ≤ 0.25.
For Z = 100 we have λrZ ≤ 25. According to Figure 8, about 120. . . 230 nodes can resist the
attack with utilization at most 90. . . 50%. For 1000 nodes, the maximal number of zombies
is in the range of 400 . . . 700.

For large N , z = rate×size grows a little slower than linearly. More precisely, z = z(N) =
a N

log N + b log N + c, where a, b, and c are constants (see Eqs. (2) and (3)). Such behavior

3In this case, a pure association setup and a double-jump would take 3 and 0.5 seconds, respectively.
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is due to the Chord protocol where most requests require O(log N) hops. However, an i3
node can cache IP addresses of other nodes reducing the lookup time to O(1). Although this
enables i3 to be a one-hop network for repeating requests, it also complicates its operation in
the presence of churn, when nodes enter and leave the Chord ring. Evaluation of such effects
is left for future study.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented analytical analysis of an Internet control plane created by inte-
gration of HIP and i3. Our workload model includes a conservative (w.h.p.) case of host
requests, as well as the case of heavy load generated by a DDoS attack of zombies. The
scalability analysis of the control plane outlines the trade-off in balancing the latency of the
control infrastructure vs. decreasing the utilization of i3 servers.

Summarizing the results, the Hi3 control plane has the following scalability properties.

• The workload and the internal latency scale well: order log N
N of decreasing and order

log N of increasing, respectively.

• A few i3 nodes (N ∼ 102) is sufficient for a large set of HIP hosts (M +L ∼ 106 . . . 107).

• The resilience of Hi3 control plane to DDoS attacks behaves as z(N) = O( N
log N ), which

is close to linear (proportional) behavior for large values of i3 size.

• For reasonable values of i3 size (N ∼ 102 . . . 103) the internal latency is satisfactory: at
most a few seconds for rare requests such as association setup and simultaneous host
mobility; for location update the internal latency does not depend on N and is at most
a few hundred milliseconds (a substantial part of the total request latency is outside
of i3).
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The model is based on estimates that are high-probability bounds between typical values
and the worst case. In practice, the trends of estimated parameters are more optimistic. For
instance, when caching of Chord IDs is enabled in i3, the control plane is certainly more
resilient to DDoS attacks.

At larger scales, performance evaluation using measurements or simulation can be pro-
hibitively expensive or impossible. Even given its clear limitations, the simple model used in
this paper is a suitable tool to study a new large-scale networking architecture before its wide
deployment. In future work, we plan to extend our first approximation analysis to include
details of the Hi3 infrastructure such as caching, and perform more extensive calibration of
a model using measurements.
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